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With the increasing inclusion of regenerative resources in the energy mix, their intermittent char-
acter challenges power grid stability. Hence it is essential to determine which input fluctuations
power grids are particularly vulnerable to. Focusing on angular stability in transmission grids, we
propose a linear-response approach that yields a frequency-resolved measure of a grid’s suscepti-
bility to temporal input fluctuations. This approach can be applied to arbitrary transmission grid
topologies as well as other settings described by oscillator networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Power grids are highly structured networks that account for geographically distributed populations and energy
sources. High-voltage transmission grids are designed to bridge large distances from generators to substations, where
power is then delegated to local lower-voltage distribution grids. Transmission grids are predominantly operated with
alternating currents, and can be considered oscillator networks where generators (injecting power) and consumers
(substations drawing power) are coupled rotating machines described by Kuramoto-type equations [1–3]. Stable grid
operations are then reflected by frequency synchronization where all oscillators rotate with the same angular velocity,
which is 50 Hz in Europe as well as large parts of Africa and Asia, and 60 Hz predominantly in the Americas. In
a reference frame co-rotating with that frequency, this synchronized regime is manifest in steady-state (or ”locked”)
oscillator phases [1]. Synchronization is found in many other instances of collective dynamics and has been the subject
of extensive research (see [4–8] for reviews).

Perturbations of the synchronized regime can lead to line tripping and cascading failures, causing large-scale power
blackouts [9–11]. Apart from physical exterior damage to grid elements, another source of instability are dynamical
perturbations caused by short-term input fluctuations of active power (angular instability), a large imbalance of supply
and demand of active power (frequency instability), and a shortage of reactive power production and transmission
(voltage instability). While the inclusion of renewable energy sources addresses problems associated with conventional
power supply such as resource scarcity and climate change, angular stability in transmission grids is jeopardized in
particular by the intermittent character of solar and wind power [12]. For those energy sources, the temporal character
of input fluctuations is largely responsible for angular instabilities [13–15] and needs to be accounted for in the light
of a growing share of such renewables in the energy mix.

Existing approaches to determine a grid’s angular stability are predominantly simulation-based and mainly explore
deviations around the synchronized state as a function of specific input perturbations [14, 16–19]. In [20], power
grid susceptibility is defined with respect to a change of the grid’s synchronized state through a permanent modifi-
cation of oscillator or transmission line characteristics. The grid’s linear response to these permanent modifications
is then analytically predicted. In the following, we present an analytic approach that yields a frequency-resolved
measure of an arbitrary grid’s susceptibility to dynamical input fluctuations. This accounts for the intermittent char-
acter of renewable energy sources and extends the notion of grid susceptibility to input fluctuations with arbitrary
autocorrelations.

II. THE LINEAR-RESPONSE ANSATZ

Following [2], transmission grid dynamics can be written as

θ̈j(t) = pj + ξj(t)− αθ̇j(t) +

N∑
m=1

Kjm sin [θm(t)− θj(t)] (1)

for integer j,m ∈ [1, N ], with time dependence explicitly stated. Here θj(t) is the phase of oscillator j at time t,
and α a normalized fraction of the oscillator’s damping torque and moment of inertia, assumed to be uniform across
the network. Moreover, we assume a symmetric coupling Kjm = Kmj between oscillators j and m and a connected
graph, as is the case in transmission grids. For all practical purposes, the natural frequency pj of oscillator j is taken
to be a positive constant if on average oscillator j injects power into the system (in the case of a generator) and
negative if on average it draws power from the grid (i.e., a consumer or a substation) [2]. Small fluctuations ξj(t)
around this nominal value signify intermittent power injection or consumption, respectively, with |ξj(t)| � |pj | at all
times and the time average 〈ξj(t)〉t = 0. Without loss of generality, one can enter a co-rotating reference frame by

setting
∑N

j=1 pj = 0, so that N−1
∑N

j=1〈θ̇j(t)〉t = 0 for the system frequency. Frequency synchronization then occurs

if θj(t) = θ∗j is constant for all j ∈ [1, N ].
In case of small deviations around the synchronized state, the dynamics of Eq. 1 can be linearized. For xj(t) ≡

θj(t)− θ∗j and |xj(t)| � 1 for all j ∈ [1, N ], one obtains

ẍj(t) + αẋj(t) +

N∑
m=1

Mjmxm(t) = ξj(t) (2)

with

Mjm =

{∑N
n=1Kjn cos

(
θ∗n − θ∗j

)
if j = m

−Kjm cos
(
θ∗m − θ∗j

)
if j 6= m.

(3)
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for the linearized dynamics of the j-th oscillator. In the following, let quantities with subscripts be the entries of
bold-faced vectors (in the case of one index) or matrices (in the case of two indices) of same designation. The matrix
M has real and symmetric entries (Eq. 3), so that according to the spectral theorem, its right eigenvectors form an
orthonormal basis and are the column vectors of an orthogonal matrix P . Hence P−1 = P T , and Md = P−1MP
is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are M ’s eigenvalues. It follows that with xd(t) ≡ P−1x(t) and ξd(t) ≡
P−1ξ(t), Eq. 2 can be written as ẍdj (t)+αẋdj (t)+Md

jjx
d
j (t) = ξdj (t). Consequently, we obtain a system of N decoupled

generalized oscillators. Their linear response in Fourier space to input fluctuations ξd(t) is x̃dj (ω) = χ̃d
jj(ω)ξ̃dj (ω) with

the linear response function

χ̃d
jj(ω) =

[
Md

jj − ω2 − iαω
]−1

, (4)

a complex-valued entry of the diagonal matrix χ̃d(ω). Backtransforming to the original coordinates yields

x̃j(ω) =
∑N

m=1 χ̃jm(ω)ξ̃m(ω) , (5)

defining the linear response matrix χ̃(ω) = Pχ̃d(ω)P−1.
The matrix χ̃(ω) is a frequency-resolved measure of the network’s susceptibility to small input perturbations.

It is symmetric, as for its transpose [χ̃(ω)]T = Pχ̃d(ω)P−1 = χ̃(ω) from P−1 = P T . Thus the linear response

χ̃jm(ω)ξ̃m(ω) of oscillator j to input fluctuations ξ̃m(ω) at oscillator m is the same as the response of m evoked by
identical perturbations of j. This is the case even if oscillators m and j have different natural frequencies, and a
result of the assumed symmetric coupling and uniform damping torques. Note moreover that the entries of χ̃(ω)
are complex-valued: the real (reactive) parts describe in-phase responses, the imaginary (dissipative) parts out-of-
phase responses. To assess angular stability in the transmission grid, we will concentrate on the absolute values
of the responses, as for given perturbations, they quantify the maximum deviations of oscillator phases from their
equilibrium values.

III. THE LINEAR RESPONSE IN A REGULAR RANDOM GRAPH

Regular random graphs are randomly connected graphs with the one constraint of each node having the same
number of neighbors - or degree - k. Between complex transmission grids and their simplistic representation as fully
connected graphs, we pick regular random graphs as a good middle ground that incorporates structured connections
while offering an intuitive setting to explore coupled oscillator dynamics. Moreover, we choose a sparse regular random
graph where some oscillators are sufficiently far away from the source of input fluctuations (as quantified by the shortest
path length to the source). This allows to investigate which effect input perturbations have on oscillators at a varying
distance. Lastly, we set in Eq. 1 Kjm = λ if oscillators j and m are connected, and Kjm = 0 otherwise, yielding
uniform coupling strengths. For the particular graph realization in Fig. 1(a), the critical threshold for frequency
synchronization is λ∗ ≈ 0.50. We therefore choose λ = 1 in numerical integration of Eq. 1 to obtain the graph’s steady
state and investigate its response to small perturbations at a single generator. All numerical integration is performed
with the Heun scheme with step size 10−2 and statistics recorded between 900 ≤ t ≤ 1000.

Figures 1(b1)-(d2) show, for fluctuating input at generator 3, typical plots of the response of selected oscillators
in frequency space. In all cases, our ansatz predicts very well the oscillators’ responses. As expected, the response
is the weaker the larger is the damping torque α and the farther is the considered oscillator from the generator with
fluctuating input. For all considered oscillators and sufficiently small α, we find several local extrema at non-zero
frequencies, in contrast to the unique maximum of the absolute value of the linear response of an isolated perturbed

oscillator. The reason is that the matrix entries χ̃jm(ω) =
∑N

l=1 PjlPmlχ̃
d
ll(ω) are a linear combination of the linear

response functions of uncoupled oscillators in Eq. 4. This yields the observed non-trivial behavior, in particular this
of the perturbed generator 3 itself [black data in Figs. 1(b1), (c1) and (d1)].

In the vicinity of generator 3 with fluctuating input, the responses of two selected consumer neighbors 35 and
56 differ from that of 3 as well as from each other, even though the two consumers possess the same number of
generator and consumer neighbors [Figs. 1(b1), (c1) and (d1)]. For oscillators 17, 41 and 87 which are more distant
from the source of input fluctuations, we similarly find that the responses of consumers 41 and 87 (both distant from
generator 3 and from each other) differ significantly, even though - as for consumers 35 and 56 - they possess the
same neighborhood composition and natural frequency. This indicates that mean-field approaches like the active-
neighborhood ansatz in [21] are insufficient to capture how input perturbations around the equilibrium propagate
through the oscillator network. Further evidence is given by the observation that the response of a directly linked
generator-consumer pair is very similar even in a remote graph region [orange and black data in Figs. 1(b2), (c2) and
(d2)], despite the difference in natural frequencies and neighborhood composition. Hence, the number of short path
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Response in regular random graph to input fluctuations at single node. (a) Graph realization with 30
generators (red), 70 consumers (blue), degree k = 4 and λ = 1. Relevant oscillators are indexed. (b1)-(d2) Response of indexed
oscillators to input fluctuation ξ3(t) = 10−3 sin (ωt) at generator 3. Solid lines: predicted absolute value of linear response
function in Eq. 5. Symbols: bisected peak-to-peak amplitudes of respective oscillator phases recorded at 900 ≤ t ≤ 1000 in
numerical integration of Eq.1, normalized by the input-fluctuation amplitude. Responses shown for α = 0.2 [(b1)-(b2)], α = 0.5
[(c1)-(c2)], α = 1 [(d1)-(d2)]. (b1), (c1) and (d1): response in generator 3’s neighborhood; at generator 3 itself (black lines and
circles), at consumer 56 (orange lines and squares) and consumer 35 (green lines and triangles). (b2), (c2) and (d2): response
of distant oscillators; at generator 17 (black lines and circles), at consumer 87 (orange lines and squares) and consumer 41
(green lines and triangles). Shortest path length to generator 3 is 5 in all three cases. Shortest path length from generator 17
to consumer 87 is 1, and 5 between consumers 41 and 87.

lengths between two oscillators (and the ensuing notion of ”proximity” in the graph) seems to determine whether
they respond similarly to input fluctuations.

Figures 1(b1)-(d2) also suggest that particularly for sufficiently low damping torques, the peaks in the response
to input fluctuations can differ from oscillator to oscillator. Hence for input fluctuations at generator 3, the angular
stability in this particular power grid architecture could be compromised at several frequency components. The fluctu-
ating input at another generator propagates through different graph sections to the previously considered oscillators,
and will thus evoke different responses from them. Consequently, the response of an oscillator depends on the location
of the source of input fluctuations. Furthermore, Eq. 5 predicts equally well responses to in-phase input fluctuations
at multiple, arbitrarily chosen generators through (not shown).

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Here we present, for arbitrary grid architectures, an analytical framework to determine transmission grid suscepti-
bilities to small input fluctuations. To this end, we make use of the linear response theory for generalized oscillators
and find non-trivial response functions of selected grid oscillators, in particular for sufficiently small damping torques
of the rotating machines that model power generators and substations. For a given grid topology, one can therefore
analytically predict frequency components in input fluctuations that compromise angular stability in the grid. This
is of particular relevance with respect to the inclusion of renewable energies with a strong intermittent character, i.e,
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wind and solar power. Identified harmful frequency components could be potentially addressed by the inclusion of
appropriate storage elements. The proposed approach generalizes to non-uniform symmetric coupling strengths as
well as responses to fluctuating power consumptions. It assumes uniform damping torques and in-phase input per-
turbations to give a coarse-grained analytical understanding of the susceptibility of a given grid architecture to input
fluctuations. For future work, a generalization to more heterogeneous oscillator parameters and input characteristics
is in order to account for more realistic grid setups.
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